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The Best Caribbean Beach Vacations for Families
December 14, 2018 by Hannah Logan

Time for a vacation? Why not head south with the family! A
Caribbean vacation is a great idea for families with children of
all ages.
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Is your family craving a little sun and sand as a break from the cold winter weather? Then why
not take a Caribbean vacation with the kids! If you would like to spend a few days snorkelling
in the turquoise ocean, playing in the pools, and exploring interesting and historical sites, then
these are some of the best family Caribbean beach vacations for a winter escape.
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Family Caribbean Beach Vacations: Tulum, Mexico | Skyscanner Canada

Take a Sunny Holiday in Mexico
Mexico is a great Caribbean vacation destination for families with kids of all ages. The Riviera
Maya area is a top pick because it combines warm beaches with ancient historical sites.
Famous Mayan ruins such as Coba, Chichen Itza, and Tulum make easy day trips that will
allow your family to embrace their inner Indiana Jones as they explore and learn about ancient
civilizations.
For a family-friendly all-inclusive vacation resort try Iberostar Paraiso Del Mar with plenty of
dining options, lots of entertainment, and the largest swimming pool in Riviera Maya. Another
option is the Grand Fifty Suites which is more budget-friendly for deal seekers.
Another great Mexican beach destination is Cabo San Lucas which is known for its beaches
and adventure activities. During the winter months, travellers to Cabo San Lucas can have the
opportunity to see and snorkel with whale sharks; one of the most fascinating creatures in the
world. It’s definitely a once in a lifetime opportunity that promises to become a cherished
family memory.
For a great place to stay in Cabo San Lucas, try the Grand Solmar Land’s End Resort and
Spa; eight pools, a variety of restaurants, and family-sized suites make it a perfect pick. A
more budget-friendly option for a family vacation is right next door at the Solmar Resort.
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